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Abstract: Restorative Justice is a community alternative to criminal justice. Its principles and practices are grounded in 
harm reduction, consensually-determined reparation, and in many applications, a facilitated conference between an of-
fender and respective victim, and family members and/or community persons impacted by the crime. Projects based on 
Restorative Justice are rare for sex offenders. In this article, we review one such program funded as a demonstration pro-
ject. Based on the rubric that we adapted from a template developed by Stephen Webster, we assessed the veracity of 
apology letters written by adult sex offenders, who earned the right to apologize to their victim, following participation in 
a 12-month program based on principles and practices of Restorative Justice. Content of the apology letters demonstrated 
anticipated changes in classic features of sexual assault as a harm-causing, ego-centered, trauma-producing, control-
seeking, relationship-imposing act. Despite individualized formulation by each responsible person, the letters from mis-
demeanor and felony cases were similar in acknowledgment of harm and in the articulation of gratitude, but varied in re-
sponsibility acceptance and trauma discontinuation.  
Keywords: Restorative Justice, textual analysis, felony and misdemeanor sexual assault, apology evaluation, violence against 
women, alternatives to criminal justice. 
INTRODUCTION 
 Applications of Restorative Justice (RJ) to sexual assault 
are few in number, compared to use with cases of property 
damage, petty theft and juvenile delinquency. Before its ap-
plication to sexual assault, RJ programs focused on societies 
where members accepted civic responsibilities [1, 2], groups 
that embraced spirituality [3-5] and traditional communities 
whose problems were resolved by culturally-grounded inter-
actions [6, 7]. When RJ initially was proposed for violence 
against women, feminists had already been seeking an effec-
tive form of “alternative justice” [8, 9] that would fit com-
munitarian concerns across multiple sectors and provide 
more attention to sexual assault victims [10]. An alternative 
model was needed that would eliminate potential re-
traumatization of the victim [5, pp. 28-31; 11, pp. 219-221; 
12, pp. 20-21]. 
 RJ for violence against women was first applied to do-
mestic abuse in communities that encouraged non-violence 
and supported inter-personal respect [13, 14]. In the early 
explorations sexual assault was subsumed with partner abuse 
with ongoing physical violence perpetrated by an ‘intimate 
other’ [8], rather than ‘brief acquaintance’ more commonly 
associated with sexual assault [15]. Over time RJ was sought 
by persons disillusioned with criminal justice [16, 17] and  
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groups seeking autonomy from mainstream retributive prac-
tices [18, p. 94]. RJ is viewed as an alternative to criminal 
justice, even though notions of civic responsibility differ 
within and across societies. In this article we explore one 
application of RJ for sexual violence against women of var-
ied socio-economic status in a medium-sized city of the 
southwestern United States. Desire for an alternative to 
criminal justice guided participants to choose to opt-in to the 
program. 
INTRODUCTION TO RESTORATIVE JUSTICE 
 In Restorative Justice, as we use the concept, considera-
tion is given to victim, perpetrator of the transgression, and 
community and/or social network to which each belongs. 
Thus, constituencies include survivor victims and offenders, 
and family and friend networks for each, and community 
members [14]. Several conferencing models embody RJ 
principles. “Sentencing circles,” for example, evolved into 
circles of support and accountability to facilitate transition 
on release of high risk sex offenders from prison [19, 20]. 
Similarly, “talking circles” developed into a multi-faceted 
model for issues other than sexual assault [9, 21]. Family 
conferencing began as a police-facilitated meeting with the 
offender and family without the victim in attendance; close 
kin of each later were included as essential to mediation [9, 
22, 23]. 
 Facilitated conferencing for sexual assault comprises a 
face-to-face meeting of persons directly affected and in-
cludes, at minimum, culturally-responsive gestures to en-
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courage effective discussion and collaboration [24, p. 27], 
inclusive dialogue [25, p. 285], and confidentiality by those 
in attendance [24, pp. 103-115; 26, pp. 272-275]. 
Conferencing is broader than legal due process. Where pro-
cedures disproportionately emphasize the offender, the po-
tential exists for re-traumatization, especially when a victim 
is brought into the process as a “witness” [27-30]. Court 
process focuses on two adversaries that meet during a trial 
with emphasis on witness and victim credibility, after evi-
dence-gathering to adjudicate responsibility and assign of-
fender retribution. “Credibility” is often found lacking by 
first responders at point of initial reporting, which derails 
potential cases from arrest and subsequent trial [31, 32]. 
 Studies of facilitated conferencing have reported small 
but significant reductions in re-offending across a range of 
crimes for legal jurisdictions in Australia, Canada, New Zea-
land and the United States [25, 33-35]. Sexual assault cases 
in these programs are few or non-existent. Compared to do-
mestic violence, “constant presence” by kinship or marriage 
is absent in sexual assault. Most sexual assaults take place 
between persons already minimally acquainted and/or those 
formerly in a relationship. 
 Versions of RJ that emphasize verbal apology have been 
criticized as inappropriate, as perpetrator regret is often con-
sidered cyclical [36, compare 37]. Thus, RJ has been per-
ceived as a “soft option” to a serious crime [7, 27, 38], which 
ignores benefits of facilitated conferencing as a forum for 
survivor victims to tell their story [39] and share in a mutual 
decision-making on the reparation to be performed by the 
responsible person [40]. “Choice” and “voice” are founda-
tions of RJ that correct power imbalance [9]. During the 
early dialogue, for example, those responding to the critics 
suggested that conclusions preceded the research on adult 
sexual assault programs [2]. Involving survivor victims, RJ 
focuses on that which research identifies as the most difficult 
for sex offenders, which is recognizing the harm caused to a 
specific person in contrast to greater acceptance of responsi-
bility by offenders in other crimes [41-43]. 
ADAPTING GLOBAL PRINCIPLES TO A LOCAL 
PROGRAM 
 Funded as a demonstration project, the RJ program we 
reviewed was one of the few created for adult sexual assault 
cases. The program began as a community-university part-
nership [44] that centered on facilitated conferencing for 
mutual determination of reparation by both the survivor vic-
tim and responsible person [45]. Consensual determination 
replicated a deterrence approach that has been theorized to 
decrease repeat offenses [46, 47]. Modifications to the pro-
gram were made in its early stages, before it was moved to 
the university. Funding was limited primarily to program 
administration. Owing to local concerns that program re-
cords could be subpoenaed, if a participant were to be re-
adjudicated for trial, psychometric measurements and other 
forms of detailed evaluation of responsible persons and sur-
vivor victims were not possible. Collection of evaluation 
data was aimed at participant satisfaction, adherence to pro-
gram requirements, and the reasons for choosing “to opt-in,” 
and monitoring data to examine fidelity to the core elements 
of the adapted RJ model (analysis in progress). For a review 
of program objectives, see [48]; for its theoretical founda-
tions, see [28, 49]; for an earlier review of the program, see 
[50, pp. 305-306]. 
 A carefully planned conference followed recruitment and 
consent. Survivor victim and offender, and family and 
friends of each, were instructed on the procedures and expec-
tations of conferencing, which offset potential sabotage of 
the process. Fifteen professionals with previous experience 
in sexual crimes were chosen as facilitators and observers 
(11 women, four men). Each received training in facilitated 
conferencing. To increase survivor victim comfort, seating 
around a table obscured the lower body. Each participant 
with respective supporters entered the room separately. The 
conference was held at one end of the university’s public 
safety facility, separated from student traffic; none of the 
conferences ever required intervention by security. 
 Drawing on available materials from responsible persons 
who completed the 12-month program, we conducted a tex-
tual analysis of letters of apology, based on an adapted tem-
plate for assessing sexual assault developed by Stephen 
Webster [51]. Because the letters were the end-point in the 
reparative process, we examined to what extent participation 
in a program grounded in RJ principles modified attitudes on 
sexual assault as a harmful act that seeks control over a vic-
tim, generates an ego-centered and empathetically inappro-
priate relationship, and ultimately denies victim autonomy. 
Theoretical basis for expected change is derived from mod-
els of self-efficacy proposed by Albert Bandura [52, 53] and 
revised by others, who posited the capacity to take owner-
ship of corrective actions in matters that affect self, and oth-
ers. Thus, we assume the overall effectiveness of RJ can be 
ascertained by content review of apology letters prepared to 
be read by and/or heard by a respective survivor victim (see 
Methods). Conferencing began a 12-month process to re-
verse the disadvantage of harm through assault, and mutually 
determining the reparation equalized the offender’s uneven 
power. Conference-selected reparative activities were com-
munity services that typically relied on time and skills of 
various kinds. These activities did not interfere with em-
ployment of responsible persons, but they did require judi-
cious planning of time and program commitment. 
 All cases were adults who had been charged with felony 
sexual assault and misdemeanor statutory indecency, such as 
public exposure. Because all but one responsible person 
were male and most the survivor victims were female, we 
use gendered pronouns for participants. 
METHODS 
 We utilized a qualitative approach that emphasizes data 
points (“benchmarks”) comprising the Letter of Clarification 
and Responsibility required from responsible persons at the 
exit meeting with the volunteer community board; confer-
encing checklist; police reports and intake statements and 
ongoing case notes. In this analysis we focus on the apology 
letters. To assess the letters we used a rubric that we adapted 
from the “template” developed by Stephen Webster [51] 
with incarcerated offenders, who wrote hypothetical letters 
to their victims, before they received an intervention. Letters 
he had analyzed by forensic psychologists were never sent to 
“real victims.” In contrast, each responsible person letter 
written for the program we reviewed was sent to the 
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respective survivor victim; a few were heard, when a survi-
vor victim attended the exit meeting. Letters were the end-
point in a process of intra-personal change. Textual analysis 
of the letters served as a summative evaluation of overall 
effectiveness of program participation that included repara-
tive activities mutually-determined by the survivor victim 
and responsible person through facilitated conferencing, 
psychotherapy for responsible persons, periodic review by a 
community board, scheduled payments for therapy (paid by 
responsible person for both, if also required by survivor vic-
tim), and regular consultation with program staff. 
 Participants: Potential clients were referred by city and 
county prosecutors from a large pool of felony and misde-
meanor investigations (February 2003 to August 2007). 
Thirty percent of the referred cases were consented and con-
ferenced, and 80% of these responsible persons eventually 
completed the program, which ended August 2008, twelve 
months after the last referral. Attrition is common in assault 
cases. Numbers are greater at the point of initial reports to 
the police when compared to cases of sexual assault actually 
prosecuted and convicted by the courts [17, 27, 38, 50, 54, 
55]. Similarly, a very small percentage of the forensic-
photographic materials, prepared beforehand, are actually 
used as evidence in court [56]. 
 In the program we reviewed, staff contacted and offered 
an opportunity to each referred victim “to opt-in” and par-
ticipate in the twelve-month program. For felony assault 
cases, this resulted in a voluntary pre-charge diversion 
(roughly half the referrals were for acquaintance rape) or 
choice to a post-charge action for misdemeanor sex crimes 
(e.g., indecent exposure). 
 Sixty-six referrals were received over 2.5 years of pro-
gram operations. All responsible persons were first-time of-
fenders. Among 66 referrals, the primary survivor victim 
was a man in 42 cases and a woman in 24 cases. Of 26 re-
ferred cases of indecent exposure, for example, eight in-
volved male security guards who had witnessed parking lot 
incidents on a surveillance camera. Male guards gave their 
permission to proceed and supported the program, but none 
participated in meetings. Of the few misdemeanor cases in-
volving targeted women, very few female survivor victims 
prepared an impact statement. Following criteria for partici-
pation exclusion, no referred case involved domestic abuse, 
persons married to each other, or an underage juvenile or 
minor. 
 Not everyone referred was enrolled. Staff made a con-
certed effort to locate each survivor victim, explain options, 
and secure consent, before they contacted the corresponding 
responsible person. More responsible persons were not found 
than survivor victims (14/5) and more survivor victims de-
clined than responsible persons (23/2). To avert coercion 
each offender was contacted after their respective victim 
consented. Of 66 referrals presented the option to enroll, 
consent rate was 70% for felony and 65% for misdemeanors. 
All together 22 paired individuals “opted-in” as cases. All 
the responsible persons (offenders) consented and enrolled 
were men and all survivor victims in felony cases were fe-
male; 45% of the victims in misdemeanor sex crimes were 
men, typically security guards. Twenty of the 22 consented 
cases resulted in a conference (Fig. 1).  
 No conference was held for two felony cases; one of-
fender withdrew and one survivor victim wanted more than 
the responsible person could provide. All responsible per-
sons attended their conference. Felony survivor victims at-
tended more often (78%) than those consented in the misde-
meanor cases (18%). Sixteen of the 20 conferenced cases 
completed the 12-month program (three felony responsible 
persons later withdrew and one responsible person was re-
arrested for a misdemeanor). Completion was 66% for felo-
nies (n=6) versus 91% for misdemeanors (n=10). 
 Responsible persons were usually Anglo men with few 
material resources. Most were divorced, separated or never 
married (55%) rather than married (45%). Income ranged 
from more than one-half below $24,999 (57%) to one-third 
greater than $50,000 (31%). Many were unemployed (45%); 
some worked full-time (35%) or part-time (20%). One-third 
of the felony crimes involved “strangers” with no prior con-
tact; a few had current or past romantic ties. All the misde-
meanor crimes involved persons who were strangers. Al-
though mean age varied, the range was similar (M= 26 years 
 
Fig. (1). Case Types > SV=survivor victim, RP=responsible person; F=female and M=male. 
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for felony, range 19 to 67 years; M= 42 years for misde-
meanor; range 19 to 66 years). Police reports identified use 
of alcohol and/or drugs before the assault by fewer responsi-
ble persons in misdemeanor (17%) than felony cases (73%). 
Survivor victim alcohol use in contrast was limited to felony 
cases, usually for college students. Several responsible per-
sons were living with a mild disability (14%) including one 
responsible person who was re-arrested and withdrawn from 
the program. Accommodations were met, such as an inter-
preter for a victim and corresponding offender who were 
deaf. Compared to local demographics, program referrals 
over-represented African Americans, under-represented His-
panics. No enrolled participant was Native American or 
Asian American. Ethnicity was unlisted in 34% of the 66 
referrals. 
 Cases referred by local prosecutors constituted the target 
population, and sampled cases were consented persons who 
participated in a conference and completed the program. 
Variation between target population and sampled respon-
dents adheres to the expectation of ‘synecdoche’ or part-to-
whole, common for most studies in the social sciences [57, 
pp. 70-76]. In this analysis, we include all available letters, 
or more than half the sampled cases. Concern for the possi-
bility of subpoenaed records restricted data collection; psy-
chometric interviews were not permitted and the case notes 
from offender psychotherapy were “privileged.” Thus, our 
analysis is closer to a retrospective case-comparison. Having 
a sample of male offenders who completed the program, we 
sought to ascertain to what extent participation generated 
“changes” in the indicators [58] that serve as typical charac-
teristics of sexual assault. We assumed that qualitative 
changes would be evident in letters of apology, when com-
pared to the pre-participation statements in police records 
and intake forms, which represent a point in time immedi-
ately before beginning the program. 
 Materials: All responsible persons who completed the 
program generated Letters of Clarification and Re-
Integration (“apologies”). The apology letter was meant to be 
read at the “exit” meeting with the community board, where 
the responsible person accepted full responsibility, apolo-
gized to the survivor victim and described aspects of per-
sonal growth. Impact Statements were read at the confer-
ence, as a statement of how the assault had affected the sur-
vivor victim; most were prepared by the survivor victim, 
some by surrogate victims who “stood-in” for the real victim 
[for comparison of impact statements and apology letters, 
see 59]. Twelve months separated the exit-meeting apology 
letters and impact statements that began the RJ process. Nei-
ther document occurred spontaneously as speech; each was 
prepared beforehand “to be read” by one participant “to be 
heard” by the other. Physical presence was required by each 
responsible person at their respective exit meeting and en-
couraged for survivor victims. Pre-delivery writing is theo-
rized to have benefits for the author, and recipient, when its 
communication has a purpose [60, 61]. Thus, the act of writ-
ing by each participant was not likely to interfere with pro-
gram benefits that were being experienced by responsible 
persons. 
 At the request of some responsible persons, apology let-
ters were not retained in program files. Nonetheless, the final 
letter from each responsible person was sent or personally 
delivered by staff to his survivor victim. Of sixteen responsi-
ble persons completing the program, letters of apology 
reached 16 intended recipients. Of the 16, six were not avail-
able in any form. Ten letters were available for textual analy-
sis (6 misdemeanors, 4 felonies). Retention of letters was 
62.5% of persons who completed the program. For ten avail-
able letters, eight were a page or less; one was two pages, 
one was four. To augment textual analysis we drew on pro-
gram files and police reports to compare the offender’s pre-
program statements with their apology letters. 
 Analysis: We utilized three strategies. First, we used se-
quential case development or ‘extended case method’ [62, 
63] to appraise apology letters. This technique considers a 
phenomenon by highlighting its characteristics, before iden-
tifying ‘themes’ for coding [64] as ‘units of analysis’ [65, pp. 
67-83]. In our exploration of language by responsible per-
sons after twelve months of reparation we emphasize “mean-
ing” and “context” [58] of the written apology letters. Sec-
ond, we adapted Webster’s assessment [51] developed from 
hypothetical apologies written by sex offenders. Webster 
recruited men from the Prison Service Sex Offender Program 
in England (half were rapists of adult victims and half were 
adult molesters of children) and had them write an apology 
to respective victims (never sent) before receiving an inter-
vention “to undermine belief that abuse was harmless or 
positive for the victim” [51, pp. 283-284]. Third, we re-
viewed data from an observation checklist used at the twenty 
facilitated conferences. 
 We converted Webster’s scoring template into ten ‘do-
mains’ [65, pp. 70-75] to replicate the indicator factors [58] 
that he originally proposed. To rate the hypothetical letters 
from his sex offender sample, Webster recruited four foren-
sic psychologists, who used 16 categories derived earlier in 
his co-authored study of child sex offenders from a residen-
tial unit [66]. Over two phases, he reduced 16 categories to 
ten (first), then to seven (second), resulting in an “inter-rater 
reliability” of .764 from the half that were rapists [51, pp. 
288-291]. Webster proposed that the derived scores were 
correlated with observed “clinical change” in empathy with-
out providing data specific to the changes. His efforts were 
framed by quantitative expectations, whereas we emphasize 
a qualitative analysis of text from letters. We used Webster’s 
final seven dimensions for the sampled adult offenders. To 
derive the full ten dimensions, we separated ‘Control’ into 
two categories and added one (see below). Adapting Web-
ster’s original template to review the apology letters is 
grounded in horizontal modeling, rather than “vertical mod-
eling,” where the main patterns emerge through similarity, 
omission, congruence and sequence [65, pp. 95-112]. 
 Our scoring scale expands analysis beyond “empathy,” as 
claimed by Webster, and captures classic features of sexual 
assault as a harm-causing, trauma-producing, relationship-
imposing, ego-centered, control-seeking act. Thus, we view 
the apology letter as an inter-related series of dimensions 
that replace those of sexual assault [67]. Six of the ten con-
structs emphasize demonstration of growth and a change in 
attitude: (a) Willing-to-Learn by owning the need to increase 
self-efficacy; (b) Acceptance-of-Responsibility by taking full 
responsibility without externalizing reasons for one’s ac-
tions, making excuses or displacing blame onto the survivor 
victim; (c) Harm-Acknowledgment that demonstrates recog-
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nition of harm caused by misguided choices. Two of the five 
dimensions minimize reference to the incident: (d) created 
by splitting “Control,” Space-for-Survivor-Victim-
Autonomy shows how a responsible person can cultivate 
space for survivor victim growth and healing without further 
harm; (e) Trauma-Discontinuation softens mention of the 
offense through brevity and avoids re-abuse by not using 
trauma-inducing reminders of time and/or place in relation to 
the incident. For each dimension the more carefully the re-
sponsible person could articulate language that referred to 
his inappropriate action (sexual assault), the higher the score. 
We added (f) Gratitude Articulation, when the responsible 
person thanked the RJ program, staff, family, volunteer 
board and/or the local community. 
 Four remaining dimensions required the responsible per-
son to minimize and/or not refer to the incident: (g) Ego-
centric Neutralization was evident when the responsible per-
son refrained from self-celebratory statements or those 
flaunting self-importance; (h) Control Avoidance was having 
no comments that suggested how the survivor victim should 
feel, think or act, from the present moment forward; (i) Rela-
tionship Extinction resulted through omission of reference to 
any aspect of the incident and/or later trauma that linked 
himself to the victim, thus divesting a reason to be a part of 
the survivor victim’s life; (j) Self-Suffering Effacement 
avoided reference to hardships the responsible person en-
dured or difficulties he might have experienced during his 
participation. Omissions are significant as a dimension of 
intra-personal growth and parallel use of ‘analytic induction’ 
[65, pp. 75-81] through a disengagement with the survivor 
victim and reflexive awareness of the harm that was caused. 
 The score sheet we developed was similar to an educa-
tor’s rubric for assessment, or the guidelines used by judges 
to award points in competitive performance. In the field of 
education it is said that a rubric provides a view “inside the 
teacher’s mind” that guides the student in how to prepare 
assignments [68, p. 62]. In our analysis in contrast, the 
evaluative appraisal of apology letters provided a focused 
view of salient points generated by each responsible person 
following learning and self-reflection through program par-
ticipation. No one was told “what to write.” The apology 
letter was meant to demonstrate responsible personal growth, 
when read to the survivor victim, and the appraisal by textual 
analysis was the means to ascertain to what extent change 
through program participation actually had taken place. 
 For the ten-item rubric, potential scores ranged from 0 
(minimal) to 1.0 (high). Elements in the letter that effectively 
met expectations received high scores. High scores were 
based on an expression of language that clearly fit a category 
(a, b, c, d, e, f). Four other categories scored high when 
negative comments were absent (g, h, i, j) and “left unsaid” 
[69]. Any inappropriate reference to the perpetrated assault 
does not reflect growth. Reflective participation was ex-
pected to improve exit-meeting expressions of sincerity in 
the letters with judicious textual omission. 
 Similar phrases occasionally received different scores 
[70] across apology letters, given variation in word choices 
and how well statements communicated holistic tone of 
growth. That is, phrases in one instance could blend with 
surrounding context, but the same phrase might clash in an-
other letter’s textual setting and sound “harsh.” At times, the 
order of presentation was considered in scoring, for example, 
when a responsible person rushed an apology or continued to 
other matters, after having apologized, and/or acknowledged 
harm he caused. Transformation of the textual statements 
into quantitative scores upholds confidentiality and avoids 
the dilemma of personal data “too sensitive” to be used [71]. 
 We scored each category for all letters before moving to 
the next one to avoid bias from ‘halo-effects’ (letter starts 
good, thereafter is perceived positively) and ‘horn-effects’ 
(letter starts poorly, thereafter is viewed negatively). For the 
first pass, we identified language that merited a 1.0, when a 
responsible person fully met expectations of the scoring guide, 
and 0.5 if they were “halfway” met. We re-visited letters to 
assign scores between 1.0 and 0.5, and 0.5 and 0.0 points. 
EXTENDED CASE ELABORATION 
 In the RJ program that we reviewed apology was an ex-
pected end-point in the reparative process, by which each 
responsible person earned the right to make amends for harm 
he caused. Although responsible persons were not required 
to apologize at the facilitated conference, an apology was 
noted in fifteen of 20 consented cases. Using a checklist, an 
observer identified what took place, such as description of 
the incident (each participant) and impact (supporters), input 
from both as to agreement on reparation plan. They rated 
verbal apologies as “spontaneous” (n=7), “genuine” (n=6), 
combined (n=1) or spoken privately (n=1). Conference 
preparations also were “checked” such as seating labels at 
the table, three timed breaks, and Do-Not-Disturb signs on 
the doors. 
 In an everyday apology, a person can acknowledge a 
transgression in etiquette [72], upgrade level of breach [73], 
alter an apology’s intent [74] and intensity [75], universalize 
the expression of apology [76] and/or extend an “offer of 
forbearance” not to repeat [77]. In extreme forms such as 
sexual assault, harm affecting the victim is prolonged [46, 
78] and forgiveness can shift the way that a victim feels 
and/or behaves toward an offender [79, 80]. Because it was 
not well-established in the literature on assault and violence 
[79, 81, 82; compare 83] ‘forgiveness’ was excluded as an 
observation exemplar in the conferencing checklist. One 
woman, however, among the 15 annotated verbal apologies, 
was observed “to forgive” the responsible person at her fa-
cilitated conference. 
 For ten cases with an available apology letter we include 
pre-program statements to give a view of the case context, 
before an offender began “learning” to become a responsible 
person, followed by a short excerpt from the apology letter. 
Police reports typically came from municipal or county ju-
risdictions, supplemented by university public safety for 
some felony cases. Variant in length from a few lines to sev-
eral pages (two extremes noted below), they more often in-
cluded a verbatim statement from the victim than the of-
fender, although some were derived from notes of a separate 
taped sessions. 
Case-SA01: Sexual Assault of a College Sorority Member 
by a Former Boyfriend’s Roommate 
 Police Report: “He admits he took advantage of her…” 
Intake: “Two of us passed out on my bed… I awoke and 
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began to fool around with her… Around noon she woke 
up… and seemed bothered by the fact we had slept to-
gether…” Apology: “I am not glad that I hurt (name)… Ini-
tially, I never felt like I did anything wrong… I never wanted 
to hurt you, but I did, and for that I am so very sorry.…” 
Case-SA02: Sexual Assault of Female Friend by Male 
Companion after Heavy Drinking at a Bar 
 Police Report: “Miss (name) said she never gave consent 
for sexual conduct with (offender) and she told him ‘No’ 
several times.” Intake: “I took advantage of her and I don’t 
know how to make things better…” Case Notes: “I explained 
to him how what he did constitutes a sexual assault, showing 
him the statute; he stated he did not know this was against 
the law.” Apology: “I can’t express how sorry I am for the 
pain I caused you… I don’t expect you to forgive me.…” 
Case-SA03: Woman Improperly Treated by a Massage 
Therapist in Chronic Disease Support Group 
 Seven-page Police Report has statements from multiple 
victims, one statement from the offender, who tells the hus-
band of one victim, “Your wife… was beautiful lying on the 
table…” Letter to Board: “One year ago I committed a seri-
ous crime of sexual misconduct for which I have taken full 
responsibility… (At some board meetings) I deeply regret 
and apologize for my offensive remarks… I want to atone 
for them.…” Apology: “I now carry the memory that I have 
deeply harmed you.…” 
Case-SA04: Sexual Assault of a Female Student after a 
Fraternity Party, by her date’s Housemate 
 Police Report describes several instances of penile inser-
tion into vagina and mouth, holding the back of the victim’s 
head… Later he “looked at her and said, ‘That was the worst 
sex I have ever had’ before she left.…” Intake: “I touched 
her while she was asleep… I grabbed a condom and raped 
her on the floor… She asked where her clothes were. I 
pointed to a pile in the corner.…” Apology: “No matter how 
many times I say the words ‘I am sorry’ nothing will change 
the hurt that I have inflicted on you… I wish I had the power 
to turn back the hands of time.…”  
Case-IE05: Indecent Exposure Involving Two Moving 
Vehicles on a City Road (Male Victim Target)  
 Police Report provides no statement from the offender. 
Intake: “I was driving… In the lane next to me was one other 
car. I began to masturbate and the person in the car saw 
me.…” Apology: “I disgraced myself by committing a sex-
ual offense against an undeserving stranger… Though I can’t 
take back what I did, I can move forward.…” 
Case-IE06: Indecent Exposure by a Man Who “Stalked” 
a Female Hiker in a Local Wilderness Park 
 Police Report describes apprehension of the offender 
without verbal statements. Intake: “I was in the area that was 
a well-known nudist area… I asked her if she was going to 
take her clothes off and go skinny-dipping… I could tell she 
was very upset by what I said.…” Apology: “I have taken 
responsibility for what I did… It was not my intent to scare 
her or hurt her.…” 
Case-IE07: Indecent Exposure by a Non-Student Adult of 
Female Student in a College Library 
 Police Report: “I didn’t mean for anybody to see me.…” 
Intake: “I went to the Library and exposed myself to two 
persons… I believe it was a poor way of relieving stress.…” 
Apology: “I am very sorry that I negatively affected years of 
hard work on her part with my selfish and thoughtless 
act.…” 
Case-IE08: Lewd Behavior by Man in a Vehicle Caught 
on Camera in a Business Parking Lot 
 Police Report in third person lists “details” provided by 
offender. Intake: “I parked my vehicle… I lowered my pants 
and started to masturbate… I feel ashamed for what I did.…” 
Apology (no mention of parked vehicle): “I compromised 
my reputation and my family with my inappropriate behav-
ior… It is very hard to accept I committed this offense.…” 
Case-IE09: Indecent Exposure by man who Entered a 
Store and Targeted a Female Shoe Clerk 
 Police Report provides no verbal statement from the of-
fender. Intake: “While buying a pair of boots, I decided to 
expose my penis to you… My zipper was not broken and I 
exposed my penis on purpose to see what you would do.…” 
Apology: “As much as I wish that I had not done what I did 
to you, I have accepted 100% responsibility… I understand 
that saying ‘sorry’ can only go so far… Nothing you did had 
any effect on the choices I made… I never meant to hurt you 
or frighten you. I am deeply and regretfully sorry for what I 
did.” 
Case-IE10: Lewd Behavior by Man in a Vehicle Caught 
on Camera in a Business Parking Lot 
 Eight-line Police Report contains no verbal statement 
from the offender. Intake: “In the parking lot I had a sexual 
impulse and I masturbated in my car… I didn’t offend any-
one other than the security guard… I’ve thought I was fortu-
nate that I didn’t offend any children.…” Apology: “I never 
intended to harm anyone… I apologize to Mister (name)… 
He was only 19 at the time.…” 
 For space considerations we limit excerpts from our tex-
tual analysis to four letters, as randomly selected cases (two 
of each type) to show how we scored apology letters accord-
ing to responsible person growth. Randomization avoids an 
implicit “modal bias” when a researcher selects cases. Quo-
tation marks identify verbatim statements and ellipses (…) 
indicate omitted phrases. We provide excerpts that illustrate 
adapted dimensions, abbreviate-italicize them in order of 
appearance within each letter, and summarize the scoring. 
 Case-SA01: Sexual assault of college sorority member 
by a former boyfriend’s roommate. After heavy drinking at a 
fraternity party with a former boyfriend, they returned to his 
apartment; she fell asleep in his room. While she was uncon-
scious, the responsible person (roommate) says he “took 
advantage” of her. In the morning, she called her roommate 
for a ride home. Initially she was concerned his fraternity 
brothers would make it “difficult” if she went to the police, 
so she hesitated. Two days later she reported the incident to 
police. After referral to the program and preparation by staff, 
she came to the conference with her parents. When the re-
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sponsible person accompanied his fraternity in a “sing-out” 
[serenade] at her sorority house, he was counseled on 
choices: “It didn’t matter whether he knew she was not pre-
sent, he should not have gone.” When he was unable to 
complete psychotherapy due to cost, the community board 
accepted support group participation as an alternative. He 
became active in a campus rape prevention campaign and his 
fraternity designated a slide presentation he created as man-
datory for new pledges. His apology letter was read forty-
eight weeks after spontaneous apology at the conference, 
rated as genuine. Overall mean score on the adapted rubric 
was .82. 
 Relationship (1.00): “This program… has allowed me to 
bring closure for myself and hopefully to [victim] and her 
family.” Autonomy (.75): “Everyone in this room is aware of 
this incident in vivid detail.” Trauma (.75): “I am not here to 
refresh your memory” [no re-abuse]. Learning (1.00): “[I 
had] a relationship with someone [victim] who challenged 
me, improved me, and made me strive to be better… This 
happened so I could realize what is truly important in life.” 
Self-Suffering (.35): After we broke-up [post-incident] I be-
came unhappy, angry, and full of contempt that I started 
drinking… I was forced to quit school, go home, and re-
evaluate my life… I became very depressed… I couldn’t 
sleep, eat, go out or go to school.” Gratitude (1.00): “I ex-
press gratitude to [coordinator], the program, board members 
and [survivor victim]… I have [victim] and the program to 
thank…” Harm (1.00): “I hurt [victim]… What I did was 
hurt someone whom I cared for and trusted, and even loved.” 
Responsibility (1.00): “I never wanted to hurt you, but I did.” 
Control (.85): “I hope the experience has been as beneficial 
for you as it has been for me.” 
 For most the letter until the conclusion, the responsible 
person’s active voice “I” was the subject causing harm. He 
avoided control-seeking by not wishing-desiring-wanting the 
survivor victim to think, feel, act in any way, or continue 
actions already in progress. Because his experience re-
appears throughout the letter (e.g., “consumed me”), Ego-
Neutralization was scored at .50. 
 Case-SA4: Sexual assault of female student after a fra-
ternity party, where she fell asleep in her date’s apartment. 
Housemate as responsible person wrote: “I came home… 
changed clothes and touched her while she was asleep. I 
asked for oral sex, she briefly engaged. I grabbed a condom 
and raped her on the floor…” He matter-of-factly minimizes 
her resistance: “She pushed me off two minutes later. Sex 
ceased.” Police report states that she pushed him with both 
hands, “she continuously told him to get off… approxi-
mately five times.” According to the coordinator, the victim 
said the responsible person was “defiant” at the beginning of 
the conference. Initially, his mother and father were “an-
tagonistic toward the program, especially the consent form. 
They did not want their son to be called ‘responsible per-
son’… They brought an attorney to the conference and meet-
ings … Nine months later… Mother feels her son learned 
about taking responsibility… bringing them closer together 
as a family.” Apology letter was scored overall at.71: 
 Harm (1.00): “No matter how many times I say ‘I’m 
sorry’ nothing will change the hurt I inflicted on you… My 
rash and impudent decision to sexually assault you has 
caused consequences I never dreamed of and changed our 
lives forever.” Trauma (.15): “Because of my assault, you 
have many bad memories from the second semester of your 
freshman year… You’ll carry these horrible memories the 
rest of your life… look past this horrible incident… to forget 
the endless pain that I have caused you and your family…” 
owing to harsh words referring to the trauma and its time 
frame. Autonomy (1.00): “I wish I had the power to turn back 
the hands of time; one rash and imprudent decision can for-
ever alter a person’s life.” Responsibility (1.00): “I am truly 
sorry for the unnecessary pain I caused you, your family and 
friends. This letter in no way, shape or form excuses my be-
havior.” Control (.50): “I hope you can move on… You have 
a long and prosperous life to live. Please do not allow my 
mistake to stop you from achieving your dreams. My wish is 
you will take my apology with sincerity…” Relationship 
(.25) [overlapped with Control extended through the letter]: 
“I hope in time this letter will mean something.” 
 Other variables scored high for absence of self-reference, 
Ego-Neutralization (1.00) and Self-Suffering (1.00); Learn-
ing (.85) moderately high, and Gratitude (.50) low with no 
mention of thankfulness. 
 Case-IE5: Indecent exposure in the only case of a tar-
geted male survivor victim involved two moving vehicles on 
a city road. Repossessing a policeman’s car with his com-
pany’s tow truck, he believed it was “the cop that came tear-
ing after him.” Instead, it was the responsible person who 
exposed himself in his moving vehicle. One conference ob-
server commented: “victim was afraid of responsible per-
son…” For this reason, he avoided the conference. The co-
ordinator said the responsible person was “Very, very nice 
guy, full of shame… extremely compliant in every way…” 
Because his action implied he was attracted to men, the re-
sponsible person’s wife in lieu of the absent victim recom-
mended for reparation that her husband assist a gay-lesbian-
bisexual program, which he completed. He and she have two 
daughters. Coordinator: “He said that the conference was 
difficult for him… His wife said she felt she got to say what 
she wanted to say,” which re-affirmed commitment to their 
marriage. Apology letter was scored overall at.85: 
 Trauma (.85): “In March … A year ago [date/time]...” 
Responsibility (.75): “I disgraced myself by a sexual offense 
against an undeserving stranger… I was experiencing a great 
deal of pressure with low self-esteem, causing me to disre-
gard my entire value system… I am deeply sorry.” Harm 
(.85): “I am deeply sorry for fear, uncertainty and inconven-
ience this incident caused… and serious impact my actions 
have on everyone around me… I was not thinking how my 
actions impact others… I hope that you, my wife and my 
family accept my sincere apology.” Gratitude (.75): “I am 
grateful for opportunity to participate in [program].” Learn-
ing (1.00): “I can move forward in hope of continuing to 
rebuild trust from my family, community and you… I re-
flected on the serious impact… I’ve learned a great deal 
about accepting myself.” Autonomy (.65): “I can’t take back 
what I did,” and Control (.85) and Relationship (.85), given 
no statement of wishes to the survivor victim. 
 Other variables scored high for absence of self-referring 
language: Ego-Neutralization (1.00) and Suffering (1.00). 
 Case-IE9: As one of two male-female indecent exposure 
cases, the responsible person targeted a clerk in a shoe store. 
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For intake, he wrote, “While buying a pair of boots… I de-
cided to expose myself to you… To see… your reaction … 
You were alone; I thought you would get a ‘kick out of it’.” 
The victim called her mother and boss; each advised her to 
call the police. Initially unsure about the conference, she at-
tended, accompanied by biological parents and her step-father. 
After the conference, the responsible person showed sensitiv-
ity to future participants: “Survivor victim should arrive late to 
avoid contact with responsible person… The impact statement 
should be sent to the responsible person with sufficient time… 
to get acquainted with discussion points.” During the program, 
the responsible person was taking blood pressure medicine 
and underwent therapy for methamphetamine use. Apology 
letter was scored overall at .79: 
 Trauma (.85): “It seems like a long time since the day I 
assaulted you… I never meant to hurt you or frighten you in 
any way.” Learning (.75): “My life has completely changed 
since that day. I accomplished the necessary retribution and 
goals that I hope make me a better person to others and my-
self.” Autonomy (.85) “I have tried to do everything in my 
power to make amends.” Responsibility (1.00): “As much as I 
wish I had not done what I did to you, I have accepted 100% 
responsibility for it and tried to do everything in my power to 
make amends… It was 100% my fault. Nothing you did had 
any effect on choices I made.” Harm (1.00): “I feel regret, 
sorrow and shame for pain and damage I caused to you and 
your family... I understand saying ‘sorry’ only goes so far.” 
 No language communicated difficulty, except the state-
ment, “I have lost many things that were dear to me…” Oth-
erwise, the pertinent language was mild for Ego Neutraliza-
tion (.75), “I have worked hard to get clean and stay clean,” 
and Suffering (.75) by focusing on his addiction, “I lost many 
things that were dear to me.” For non-specific mention of par-
ticipation, Gratitude scored lower (.50): “opportunity for a 
new beginning… valuable lesson… to complete the program.” 
COMPARING SEXUAL ASSAULT CASES 
 We calculated scores for each dimension, and mean ratings 
by case and crime (Table 1). Mean score across ten dimen-
sions was .79 (range .69 to .91). High scores of 1.00 were as-
signed to 35 of one-hundred ratings (10 categories X 10 re-
sponsible persons). Range across cases was tighter than those 
for dimensions (low at.71, high at.85). The highest were two 
misdemeanor cases (.85, .84) and lowest cases were one fel-
ony (.71) and one misdemeanor (.72). Each dimension and 
responsible person had at least one score at 1.00. Most had 
two or more. The narrow range of scores eliminates variation 
among responsible persons and assault dimensions. Four of 
the five highest mean dimension scores, for example, ranged 
from .50 to 1.0. Most the narrow gaps in scores over ten di-
mensions (.65 to 1.0) were misdemeanor cases. 
 Maximum ratings were common for Harm-
Acknowledgment (6/10 cases) and Gratitude-Articulation 
and Egocentric-Neutralization (5/10 each), and less for 
Space-for-Autonomy and Trauma-Discontinuation (2/10 
each). Self-Suffering-Effacement had fewer maximum 
scores (1/10) and lowest mean score (.69, range 1.00 to .35). 
Given a high number of maximum ratings, Harm-
Table 1. Mean Scores for Ten Dimensions of Apology, by Type of Offense for Ten Cases 
 SA01 SA02 SA03 SA04 IE05 IE06 LA07 LA08 IE09 LA10 FSA MIE Sample Mean 
Apology Dimension 
Harm  
Acknowledgment 
1.00 1.00 0.75 1.00 0.85 1.00 1.00 0.75 1.00 0.75 0.94 0.89 0.91 
Ego Neutralization 0.50 1.00 0.85 1.00 1.00 0.85 1.00 0.65 0.75 1.00 0.84 0.88 0.86 
Control Avoidance 0.85 0.85 0.65 0.50 1.00 0.85 1.00 1.00 0.75 1.00 0.71 0.93 0.85 
Willing to Learn 
and Change 
1.00 0.65 1.00 0.85 1.00 0.85 0.85 0.85 0.75 0.25 0.88 0.76 0.81 
Gratitude  
Articulation 
1.00 0.65 1.00 0.50 0.75 1.00 0.75 1.00 0.50 1.00 0.79 0.83 0.82 
Relationship  
Extinction 
1.00 0.35 0.75 0.25 0.85 1.00 1.00 0.75 0.65 1.00 0.59 0.88 0.76 
Space for  
Autonomy 
0.75 1.00 0.85 1.00 0.65 0.75 0.65 0.75 0.85 0.35 0.90 0.67 0.76 
Responsibility  
Acceptance 
1.00 1.00 0.85 0.85 0.75 0.65 0.35 0.35 1.00 0.50 0.93 0.60 0.73 
Trauma  
Discontinuation 
0.75 0.85 0.35 0.15 0.85 0.65 0.75 1.00 0.85 1.00 0.53 0.85 0.72 
Self-Suffering  
Effacement 
0.35 0.75 0.50 1.00 0.75 0.75 0.85 0.85 0.75 0.35 0.65 0.72 0.69 
Column Mean 0.82 0.81 0.76 0.71 0.85 0.84 0.82 0.80 0.79 0.72 0.77 0.80 0.79 
Note: “SA” refers to cases charged as sexual assault, “IE” refers to indecent exposure, and “LA” denotes lewd acts. The summary column for “FSA” shows the mean for all crimes 
charged as a felony and “MIE” refers to a misdemeanor crime. The potential point range was between 1.00 and zero. The actual point range was between 1.00 and 0.15. 
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Acknowledgment had a greater mean score (.91, range 1.00 
to .75). Each offender, then, presented evidence that he 
grasped the gravity of actions against the survivor victim, as 
reflected by scores on Harm-Acknowledgment. Many hesi-
tated in taking full responsibility, as evidenced by the third 
lowest score for Responsibility-Acceptance (.73), whose 
scores range widely with notable variability (1.00 to .35): no 
more than three at 1.00 and three at .50 or below. In contrast, 
no score for Harm-Acknowledgement fell below .75 and, as 
mentioned, six of ten reached 1.00. 
 Mean ratings between misdemeanor and felony cases 
diverged for (felony listed first) Space for Autonomy (.90, 
.67) and Acceptance of Responsibility (.93, .60). Both the 
categories suggest influence from the immediacy of a per-
sonal context to sexual assault. The categories for which 
misdemeanor apologies were stronger included Avoiding 
Control (.71, .93), Relationship Extinction (.59, .88) and 
Trauma Discontinuation (.53, .85). Understandably, most the 
survivor victims in misdemeanor cases were neither visible 
nor known to the offender. In short, variation within dimen-
sions across type of assault was notable, although number of 
cases is too small for statistical comparison. 
CONCLUSION 
 This analysis explored textual dimensions of apology 
letters “delivered” to survivor victims of sexual assault in an 
RJ program that emphasized facilitated conferencing be-
tween participants. We highlighted excerpts from responsi-
ble person apology letters to illustrate variation in letter-
based apologies to survivor victims, and differences between 
sexual assault types, after twelve months of mutually-
determined reparation, individual psychotherapy, and regular 
meetings with program staff and community board. The 
study contributes to a sparse literature on RJ for sexual as-
sault by qualitatively examining apologies intended for vic-
tims harmed by offenders, and for community members who 
experience the lateral effects from survivor victim harm [see 
84]. Textual analysis revealed improved understanding of 
sexual offense from enrollment to final reflections by re-
sponsible persons at the exit meeting, measured by evidential 
dimensions that were consistent with theoretical goals of 
offender rehabilitation, especially the difficulty for a show of 
empathy toward their “victim.” Emphasizing qualitative as-
pects of assault as a trauma-producing, control-seeking, rela-
tionship-imposing, ego-centered, harmful act, our assessment 
of the apology letters highlights potential for growth by re-
sponsible persons who were nurtured in a program that was 
grounded in RJ principles. Compared to diluted allusions to 
self-responsibility in pre-program documents that were no-
ticeably silent on self-attribution of responsibility, which is 
not unexpected [85, 86], statements reflective of classic sex-
ual assault indicators in the apology letters at the exit-
meeting, end-point of the RJ program, attest to its effective-
ness to turnaround callous disregard by responsible persons 
toward their respective survivor victim with a deeper aware-
ness of the harm and suffering caused by the assault perpe-
trated by each [87]. 
 We identified certain qualitative differences in apology 
letter content for sexual assault crimes of lesser and greater 
severity from a statutory perspective (misdemeanor versus 
felony), although the sample size was too small to generate 
inferential statistical comparisons. Letters of apology for 
felony assaults compared to misdemeanor sex crimes dif-
fered in Control Avoidance, Relationship Extinction, and 
Trauma Discontinuation, each a defining assault characteris-
tic. The apologies by felony perpetrators were stronger in 
Responsibility Acceptance, Space for Survivor Victim 
Autonomy and Willing to Learn-Change. A difference in 
mean scores for Responsibility Acceptance between two 
assault types (dispersion of 0.93 for felony and 0.60 for mis-
demeanor) reflect the absence of “target visibility” in mis-
demeanor cases versus definitive visible presence at the time 
of sexual assault, and, for some felony cases, minimal ac-
quaintance with the victim. 
 Contributions of this study grounded in qualitative tech-
niques from social science are governed by limitations that 
include a small sample, based on the low number of referrals 
from available jurisdictions, and the pre-enrollment attrition. 
Available material to analyze is limited, owing to short let-
ters from most the responsible persons and a few who de-
clined permission to archive their letter in program files. An 
additional limitation that constrained the available data was 
restriction on note-taking at the conference and board meet-
ings. Note-taking other than the observational checklist at 
the conference was declared off-limits by a policy developed 
with the prosecutors to avoid a written record that could be 
subpoenaed as evidence against a responsible person, should 
his case be pursued in the criminal system for never complet-
ing the program. 
 Our secondary analysis of apology letters relied on trian-
gulation for evaluation. No one on the staff that guided par-
ticipants through the program or volunteers on the commu-
nity board that reviewed each case knew their efforts would 
be evaluated in this fashion. They did not have in mind, as 
they worked with clients, that the dimensions we adapted 
from Webster would be the focus of later analysis (his article 
was published after the program was designed and initiated). 
In light of this, we find it noteworthy that most rubric scores 
for responsible persons were notably “clustered in bunches” 
-- statisticians would say standard deviation was low -- 
which suggests that staff and community volunteers properly 
oriented participants to “program culture” [see 57], focused 
on reparative activities that each responsible person was ex-
pected to perform. That is, no facet of sexual assault was 
“left out,” as program staff and board members provided 
professional attention and inter-personal integrity to the 
needs of each survivor victim and responsible person. 
 Offenders completing the program apologized in a way 
that acknowledged benefits from participatory reparation, 
required therapy and regular meetings with board and staff. 
The letters demonstrated growth expected with participation 
[84]. Critical aspect of the texts we examined is what they 
reveal of restorative justice. Qualitative data would be 
strengthened by note-taking at the conference and exit meet-
ing. Because staff discouraged responsible persons from 
apologizing at the conference, when apology occurred, it was 
delivered voluntarily. What this meant for the participants 
and how it impacted recovery for survivor victims, could 
have been examined with observational notes and victim-
sensitive interviews [65, pp. 11-35, 45-66]. The expression of 
apology and forgiveness are desired outcomes in sexual as-
sault [82, 88], envisioned in program design as possible with 
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self-reflection, while responsible persons complete reparative 
activities, receive therapy and regularly meet with staff and 
board members, and for survivor victims after psychotherapy 
and a reasonable passage of time [48, 49, 89, 90]. To deter-
mine what generates successful program outcomes, all the 
core elements require scrutiny, especially the designated pro-
cedures most effective for facilitated conferencing between 
participants [28, 38 45, 91] and professionally responsive in-
teractions, while working with survivor victims [38, 48, 49, 
56, 79-84] and responsible persons [33, 67, 81, 90]. 
 Apology was instrumental to program completion, amidst 
expectations and concerns over returning responsible persons 
to society as law-abiding citizens, and disadvantages and 
long-term benefits of RJ in cases of sexual assault. Overall, 
our analysis found variation between cases of felony and 
misdemeanor assault, participation that upheld RJ principles 
and apology letters that demonstrated willingness of respon-
sible persons to learn and grow in ways that lessened classic 
features of sexual assault through mutually-determined repa-
ration grounded in RJ procedures. 
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